FIJI CITIZENSHIP APPLICATION CHECKLIST

1. APPLICATION FOR CITIZENSHIP BY REGISTRATION

A. REGISTRATION OF MINOR

- COMPLETED CITIZENSHIP APPLICATION FORM
- ORIGINAL OR CERTIFIED COPY OF BIRTH CERTIFICATE
- TWO (2) PASSPORT SIZE PHOTO
- PROOF OF PARENTS CITIZENSHIP [PARENT’S COPY OF PASSPORT, PARENTS BIRTH CERTIFICATE, PARENTS MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE]
- FEES: $374.00 [Application and Certificate fees only]

B. REGISTRATION OF SPOUSE [3 yrs out of 5yrs]

- COMPLETED CITIZENSHIP FORM
- QUALIFYING CALCULATION LETTER
- OATH OF AFFIRMATION OF ALLEGIANCE
- COMPLETE CERTIFICATE B
- ORIGINAL OR CERTIFIED COPY OF BIRTH CERTIFICATE
- ORIGINAL OR CERTIFIED MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE
- PROOF OF SPOUSE’S CITIZENSHIP (CERTIFIED COPY OF CITIZENSHIP CERTIFICATE)
- CERTIFIED COPY OF APPLICANT’S CURRENT PASSPORT
- TWO (2) PASSPORT SIZE PHOTO
- CERTIFIED COPY OF CURRENT PERMIT STAMP
- FEES: $506.00 [Application, Oath and Citizenship Certificate] TO BE PAID UPFRONT

C. REGISTRATION OF FORMER CITIZEN

- COMPLETED CITIZENSHIP FORM
- OATH OF AFFIRMATION OF ALLEGIANCE
- COMPLETE CERTIFICATE B
- ORIGINAL OR CERTIFIED COPY OF BIRTH CERTIFICATE
- CERTIFIED COPY OF CURRENT PASSPORT
- POLICE REPORT FROM COUNTRY OF CURRENT CITIZENSHIP
- LOCAL POLICE REPORT [for applicant residing in Fiji for 12 months or more]
- PROOF OF FORMER CITIZENSHIP [COPY OF FIJI PASSPORT]
- MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE
- DEED OF POLL (CHANGE OF NAME)
- TWO (2) PASSPORT SIZE PHOTOS
- FEES: $3209.00 [Application/Oath/ Certificate fees only]

D. LATE REGISTRATION [3 yrs out of 5yrs]

- COMPLETED CITIZENSHIP FORM
- QUALIFYING CALCULATION LETTER
- OATH OF AFFIRMATION OF ALLEGIANCE
- COMPLETE CERTIFICATE B
- ORIGINAL OR CERTIFIED COPY OF BIRTH CERTIFICATE
- CERTIFIED COPY OF CURRENT PASSPORT
- POLICE REPORT FROM COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
- LOCAL POLICE REPORT [for applicant residing in Fiji for 12 months or more]
- PROOF OF PARENTS CITIZENSHIP
- TWO (2) PASSPORT SIZE PHOTOS
- FEES: $506-00 [Application, Oath and Citizenship Certificate] TO BE PAID UPFRONT.

2. APPLICATION FOR CITIZENSHIP BY NATURALISATION [five yrs out of ten yrs]

- COMPLETED CITIZENSHIP FORM
- QUALIFYING CALCULATION LETTER
- OATH OF AFFIRMATION OF ALLEGIANCE
- COMPLETE CERTIFICATE B
- ORIGINAL OR CERTIFIED COPY OF BIRTH CERTIFICATE
- POLICE REPORT FROM COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
- LOCAL POLICE REPORT
- MEDICAL REPORT
- LETTER OF SUPPORT FROM REFEREES INCLUDING ID COPY
- TWO (2) PASSPORT SIZE PHOTOS
- CERTIFIED COPY OF PASSPORT
- CONFIRMATION IN WRITING OF YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE COUNTRY
- PERMIT COPY
- FEES: $5396.00 [Application/Oath and Certificate fees only]
ADDITIONAL NOTE:-

FOR SPOUSE/LATE BIRTH REGISTRATION AND NATURALIZATION A $12.00 SEARCH FEE IS REQUIRED TO BE PAID FIRST BEFORE THE LODGEMENT OF THE APPLICATION.